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Abstract

Peer-to-peer systems have emerged as a popular way to share huge volumes of data. The usability of these systems

depends on effective techniques to find and retrieve data; however, current techniques used in existing P2P systems

are often very inefficient. In this paper, we present three techniques for efficient search in P2P systems. We present

the design of these techniques, and then evaluate them using a combination of experiments over Gnutella, the largest

open P2P system in operation, and analysis. We show that while our techniques maintain the same quality of results as

currently used techniques, our techniques use up to 5 times fewer resources. In addition, we designed our techniques

to be simple in design and implementation, so that they can be easily incorporated into existing systems for immediate

impact.
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1 Introduction

Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems are distributed systems in which nodes of equal roles and capabilities exchange information

and services directly with each other. In recent years, P2P has emerged as a popular way to share huge volumes of

data. For example, the Morpheus [8] multimedia file-sharing system reported over 470,000 users sharing a total of

.36 petabytes of data as of October 26, 2001. Sharing such large volumes of data is made possible by distributing the

main costs – disk space for storing the files and bandwidth for transferring them – across the peers in the network. In

addition to the ability to pool together and harness large amounts of resources, the strengths of existing P2P systems

(e.g., [9], [6], [5], [8]) include self-organization, load-balancing, adaptation, and fault tolerance. Because of these

desirable qualities, many research projects have been focused on understanding the issues surrounding these systems

and improving their performance (e.g., [13], [7], [4]).

The key to the usability of a data-sharing P2P system, and one of the most challenging design aspects, is efficient

techniques for search and retrieval of data. The best search techniques for a given system depends on the needs of the

application. For storage or archival systems focusing on availability, search techniques such as Chord [16], Pastry [12],
�Contact author.
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Tapestry [19] and CAN [11] are well-suited, because they guarantee location of content if it exists, within a bounded

number of hops. To achieve these properties, these techniques tightly control the data placement and topology within

the network, and currently only support search by object identifier.

In systems where persistence and availability are not guaranteed or necessary, such as Gnutella [6], Freenet [5],

Napster [9] and Morpheus [8], search techniques can afford to have looser guarantees. However, because these sys-

tems are meant for a wide range of users that come from non-cooperating organizations, the techniques can not afford

to strictly control the data placement and topology of the network. Friends may want to connect to other friends, while

strangers may not want to store data (potentially large amounts) on behalf of each other. Also, these systems tradi-

tionally offer support for richer queries than just search by identifier, such as keyword search with regular expressions.

Search techniques for these “loose” systems must therefore operate under a different set of constraints than techniques

developed for persistent storage utilities.

Current search techniques in “loose” P2P systems tend to be very inefficient, either generating too much load on

the system, or providing for a very bad user experience (see Section 3.2 for a discussion). In this paper, we present the

design and evaluation of new search techniques for loosely controlled, loose guarantee systems such as Gnutella and

Morpheus. In particular, our main contributions are:

� We present several search techniques that achieve huge performance gains over current techniques, but are simple

and practical enough to be easily incorporated into existing systems (Section 4).

� We evaluate our techniques using large amounts of data gathered from Gnutella, the largest open P2P network in

operation (Section 5).

� We highlight the strengths of each technique as well as the weaknesses, and translate these tradeoffs into practical

recommendations for today’s systems (Section 6).

The basic idea behind our techniques is to reduce the number of nodes that receive and process each query. Doing

so reduces the aggregate load generated by each query across the network. If we assume that each node can only

answer queries about their own content, then naturally, the fewer nodes that process the query, the fewer results that

will be returned. Our techniques will only be effective if most queries can be answered by querying fewer nodes.

Indeed, past work in [18], and our own experiments in Section 6, show that most queries can be answered by querying

fewer nodes than the current techniques. Hence, our first technique,iterative deepening(Section 4.1), reduces the

number of nodes that are queried by iteratively sending the query to more nodes until the query is answered. The

Directed BFStechnique (Section 4.2), queries a restricted set of nodes intelligently selected to maximize the chance

that the query will be answered.

If instead we allow nodes to answer queries on behalf of other nodes, then we can still reduce the number of nodes

that process a query without relying on the ability of a few nodes to answer most queries. In theLocal Indicestechnique

(Section 4.3), nodes maintain very simple and small indices over other nodes’ data. Queries are then processed by a
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smaller set of nodes than current techniques, while yielding as many results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview of related work in the area.

Section 3 gives an overview of the search problem, presents metrics with which to evaluate techniques, and discusses

the shortcomings of techniques used in today’s systems. Then in Section 4, we present our three search techniques,

describing in detail the different variations and policies within each technique. These techniques and variations are

then evaluated in Section 6, using the experiments and analysis described in Section 5.

2 Related Work

The original motivation for much P2P research was early file-sharing P2P systems such as Gnutella [6], Napster [9],

Freenet [5], and Morpheus [8]. All four of these systems are file-sharing systems that do not provide availability

guarantees. The performance of search techniques used in Gnutella and Freenet are discussed in Section 3.2. Napster

is not a pure P2P system, but rather ahybridone containing some centralized components; performance of hybrid P2P

systems is explored in [18]. Morpheus is a newer, very popular system which has an architecture partway between

Napster’s and Gnutella’s. “Super-peer” nodes act as a centralized resource for a small number of clients, but these

super-peers then connect to each other to form a pure P2P network. Our techniques are applicable to the P2P network

of super-peers.

Other search techniques for “loose” systems include [1], [3] and [10]. The search technique proposed in [1] is

similar to our Local Indices technique (Section 4.3), where nodes index the content of other nodes in the system,

thereby allowing queries to be processed over a large fraction of all content while actually visiting just a small number

of nodes. However, the routing policy for Query messages differ between our work and theirs, resulting different

performance and cost tradeoffs.

References [3] and [10] propose that each node maintain metadata that can provide “hints” as to which nodes

contain data that can answer the current query. Query messages are routed by nodes making local decisions based

on these hints. Hints in [3] are formed by buildingsummariesof the content that is reachable via each connection a

node has. Hints in [10] are formed by learning user preferences. By observing the behavior of the user – for example,

noting which nodes the user chose to download from – a user’s client can learn which nodes the user believes to be an

authorityon certain topics. Future queries on those topics can subsequently be routed to these authority nodes.

Search techniques for systems with strong guarantees on availability include Chord [16], CAN [11], Pastry [12],

and Tapestry [19]. These four techniques are quite similar in concept, but differ slightly in algorithmic and imple-

mentation details. In Chord, Pastry and Tapestry, nodes are assigned a numerical identifier, while in CAN, nodes are

assigned regions in a d-dimensional identifier space. A node is then responsible for owning objects, or pointers to

objects, whose identifiers map to the node’s identifier or region. Nodes also form connections based on the properties
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of their identifiers. With these deliberately formed connections and intelligent routing, a system can locate an object

by its identifier within a bounded number of hops. These techniques perform well for the systems they were intended

for ([4],[13],[7]), but we reiterate that they may not be appropriate for the type of system we are interested in studying.

Finally, one of the main contributions of our work is evaluating the performance of the proposed techniques using

extensive measurements gathered over queries in the Gnutella network. Extensive measurements over the Gnutella

network are also described in [15], but these measurements focus on the hardware characteristics of the peers (e.g.,

bandwidth, latency of the peer connections), whereas ours focus on query behavior. Reference [2] describes some

measurements taken by passive observation of messages passing through the network, much like our general statistics

described in Section 5.1. However, [2] does not actively interact with other peers in the network to gather more detailed

data, as [15] and ourselves do.

3 Problem Overview

The purpose of a data-sharing P2P system is to accept queries from users, and locate and return data (or pointers to

the data) to the users. Each node owns a collection of files or records to be shared with other nodes. The shared data

usually consists of files, but is not restricted to files. For example, the collection could be records stored in a relational

database. Queries may take any form that is appropriate given the type of data shared. If the system is a file-sharing

system, queries may be file identifiers, or keywords with regular expressions, for example. Nodes process queries and

produce results (such as pointers to files) individually, and the total result set for a query is the bag union of results

from every node that processes the query.

We can view a P2P overlay network as an undirected graph, where the vertices correspond to nodes in the network,

and the edges correspond to open connections maintained between the nodes. Two nodes maintaining an open con-

nection between themselves are known asneighbors. Messages may be transferred in either direction along the edges.

For a message to travel from nodeA to nodeB, it must travel along a path in the graph. The length of this traveled

path is known as the number ofhopstaken by the message. Similarly, two nodes are said to be “n hops apart” if the

shortest path between them has lengthn.

When a user submits a query, her node becomes thesourceof the query. A source nodeS may send the query

message to any number of its neighbors. The routing policy in use determines to how many neighbors, and to which

neighbors, the query is sent. When a node receives a Query message, it will process the query over its local collection.

If any results are found at that node, the node will send a single Response message back to the query source. In some

systems, such as Gnutella, the address of the query source is unknown to the replying node. In this case, the replying

node sends the Response message along the reverse path traveled by the query message. In other systems, the replying

node may know the address the query source, and will open a temporary connection with the source to transfer the
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Response message. Although the first scheme uses more aggregate bandwidth than the second, it provides anonymity

for the query source, and it prevents the query source from being bombarded by connection requests. In this paper, we

assume the first scheme is being used.

When a node receives a Query message, it must also decide whether to forward the message to other neighbors, or

to drop it. Again, the routing policy determines whether to forward the query, and to whom the query is forwarded.

3.1 Metrics

In the rest of the paper, we will describe techniques to address the efficiency of queries. In order to evaluate the

effectiveness of these techniques, we must first define some metrics.

Cost. When a query message is propagated through the network, it passes through a number of nodes. Each of these

nodes spends processing resources (i.e., cycles) on behalf of the query, whether it be to forward the query, to process

the query, or to forward responses back to the source. Similarly, each node uses bandwidth resources on behalf of the

query, as it sends and receives Query and Response messages. The main cost of queries can therefore be described in

terms of bandwidth and processing cost.

Now, the cost of a given queryQ is not incurred at any single node in the network. It therefore makes sense

to discuss costs in aggregate. Furthermore, we cannot evaluate a policy based on the performance of any single

query, so instead we must measure the average aggregate cost incurred by a set of queriesQrep, whereQrep is some

representative set of real queries submitted to the network. Our two cost metrics are:

� Average Aggregate Bandwidth: the average, over a set of representative queriesQrep, of the aggregate bandwidth

consumed (in bytes) over every edge in the network on behalf of each query.

� Average Aggregate Processing Cost: the average, over a set of representative queriesQrep, of the aggregate

processing power consumed at every node in the network on behalf of each query.

It is not possible to directly measure these metrics because they are aggregate metrics over the entire network. Instead,

we use analysis (based on measured costs of individual actions) to estimate the values for these two metrics. Please

refer to Section 5.2 for a detailed description of the calculations.

Quality of Results. Although we seek to reduce the resources used to process the query, we must nevertheless ensure

that our techniques do not degrade the user experience. Quality of results can be measured in a number of ways; we

use the following metrics:

� Number of results: the size of the total result set.

� Satisfactionof the query: Some queries may receive hundreds or thousands of results. Rather than notifying the

user of every result, the clients in many systems (such as Napster, Gnutella and Morpheus) will notify the user of
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the firstZ results only, whereZ is some value specified by the user. We say a query issatisfiedif Z or more results

are returned. The idea is that given a sufficiently largeZ, the user can find what she is looking for from the firstZ

results. Hence, ifZ = 50, a query that returns 1000 results performs no better than a query returning 100 results,

in terms of satisfaction.

� Time to Satisfaction: Another important aspect of the user experience is how long the user must wait for results

to arrive. Response times tend to be slow in pure P2P networks, since the query and its responses travel through

several hops in the network. Time to satisfaction is simply the time that has elapsed from when the query is first

submitted by the user, to when the user’s client receives theZth result.

In general, we observe a tradeoff between the cost and quality metrics. In the following sections, we will apply

these metrics to experimental results to determine the effectiveness of our proposed techniques.

3.2 Current Techniques

We will look at the techniques currently used by two well-known operating P2P systems:

� Gnutella: Uses a breadth-first traversal (BFS) over the network with depth limitD, whereD is the system-wide

maximum time-to-live of a message, measured in hops. A source nodeS sends the Query message with a TTL of

D to a depth of 1, to all its neighbors. Each node at depth 1 processes the query, sends any results toS, and then

forwards the query to all of their neighbors, to a depth of 2. This process continues until depthD is reached (i.e.,

when the message reaches its maximum TTL), at which point the message is dropped.

� Freenet: Uses a depth-first traversal (DFS) with depth limitD. Each node forwards the query to a single neighbor,

and waits for a definite response from the neighbor before forwarding the query to another neighbor (if the query

was not satisfied), or forwarding results back to the query source (if the query was satisfied).

If the quality of results in a system were measured solely by the number of results, and not by satisfaction, then the

BFS technique is ideal because it sends the query to every possible node (i.e., all nodes withinD hops), as quickly

as possible. However, if satisfaction were the metric of choice, BFS wastes much bandwidth and processing power

because, as we have argued earlier, most queries can be satisfied from the responses of relatively few nodes. With DFS,

because each node processes the query sequentially, searches can be terminated (i.e., the query message dropped) as

soon as the query is satisfied, thereby minimizing cost. However, sequential execution also translates to poor response

time, with the worst case being exponential inD. Actual response time in Freenet is moderate, becauseZ = 1 and

intelligent routing is used.
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4 Broadcast Policies

As we can see, existing techniques fall on opposite extremes of bandwidth/processing cost and response time. Our

goal is to find some middle ground between the two extremes, while maintaining quality of results.

4.1 Iterative Deepening

In systems where satisfaction is the metric of choice, a good technique isiterative deepening. Iterative deepening is a

well-known search technique used in other contexts, such as search over state space in artificial intelligence [14].

Over the iterations of the iterative deepening technique, multiple breadth-first searches are initiated with succes-

sively larger depth limits, until either the query is satisfied, or the maximum depth limitD has been reached. Because

the number of nodes at each depth grows exponentially (Section 5.1.1), the cost of processing the query multiple times

at small depths is small, compared to processing query once at a large depth. In addition, if we can satisfy the query

at a depth less thanD, then we can use much fewer resources than a single BFS of depthD. Indeed, our experiments

show (Section 5.1.1) that for a client with 8 neighbors in the Gnutella network whereD = 7, 70% of all queries can

be satisfied at a depth less thanD, for Z = 20.

The iterative deepening technique is implemented as follows: first, a system-widepolicy is needed, that specifies at

which depths the iterations are to occur. For example, say we want to have three iterations: the first iteration searches

to a deptha, the second to depthb, and the third at depthc. Our policy is thereforeP = fa; b; cg. Note that in order

for iterative deepening to have the same performance as a BFS of depthD, in terms of satisfaction, the last depth in

the policy must be set toD. In addition to a policy, a waiting periodW must also be specified.W is the time between

successive iterations in the policy, explained in further detail below.

Under the policyP = fa; b; cg, a source nodeS first initiates a BFS of deptha by sending out a Query message

with TTL= a to all its neighbors. Once a node at deptha receives and processes the message, instead of dropping

it, the node will store the message temporarily. The query therefore becomes “frozen” at all nodesa hops from the

sourceS. Nodes at deptha are known as thefrontier of the search. Meanwhile,S receives Response messages from

nodes that have processed the query so far. After waiting for a time periodW , if S finds that the query has already

been satisfied, then it does nothing. Otherwise, if the query is not yet satisfied,S will start the next iteration, initiating

a BFS of depthb.

To initiate the next BFS,S could send out another Query message with TTL= b, meaning every node withina

hops will process the query a second time. To prevent this wasted effort, however,S will instead send out aResend

message with a TTL ofa. Instead of reprocessing the query, a node that receives a Resend message will simply

forward the message, or if the node is at the frontier of the search, it will drop the Resend message and “unfreeze” the

corresponding query by forwarding the Query message (with a TTL ofb�a) to its neighbors. To identify queries with
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Resend messages, every query is assigned a system-wide “almost unique” identifier. Gnutella already assigns such an

identifier to all queries. The Resend message will contain the identifier of the query it is representing, and nodes at the

frontier of a search will know which query to unfreeze by inspecting this identifier. Note that a node need only freeze

a query for slightly more thanW time units before deleting it.

After the search to depthb, the process continues in a similar fashion to the other levels in the policy. Sincec is the

depth of the last iteration in the policy, queries will not be frozen at depthc, andS will not initiate another iteration,

even if the query is still not satisfied.

4.2 Directed BFS

If minimizing response time is important to a particular application, then the iterative deepening technique may not be

applicable because of the time taken by multiple iterations. A better strategy that still reduces cost would be to send

queries immediately to a subset of nodes that will return many results, and will do so quickly.

The Directed BFS (DBFS) technique implements this strategy by having a query source send Query messages to

just a subset of its neighbors, but selecting neighbors through which nodes with many quality results may be reached.

For example, one may select a neighbor that has produced or forwarded many quality results in the past, on the premise

that past performance is a good indication of future performance. The neighbors that receive the query then continue

forwarding the message to all neighbors as with BFS.

In order to intelligently select neighbors, a node will maintain statistics on its neighbors. These statistics can be

very simple, such as the number of results that were received through the neighbor for past queries, or the latency of

the connection with that neighbor. From these statistics, we can develop a number of heuristics to help us select the

best neighbor to send the query. Sample heuristics include:

� Select the neighbor that has returned the highest number of results for previous queries.

� Select neighbor that returns response messages that have taken the lowest average number of hops. A low hop-

count may suggest that this neighbor is close to nodes containing useful data.

� Select the neighbor that has forwarded the largest number of messages (all types) since our client first connected

to the neighbor. A high message count implies that this neighbor is stable, since we have been connected to the

neighbor for a long time, and it can handle a large flow of messages.

� Select the neighbor with the shortest message queue. A long message queue implies that the neighbor’s pipe is

saturated, or that the neighbor has died.

By sending the query to a small subset of neighbors, we will likely reduce the number of nodes that receive the query

by a significant amount, thereby reducing costs incurred by the query. On the other hand, by selecting neighbors we

believe will produce many results, we can maintain quality of results to a large degree, even though fewer nodes are

visited. In our experiments, a query source sends the query to a single neighbor only. Surprisingly, we will see that
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the quality of results does not decrease significantly, provided that we make intelligent neighbor selections.

4.3 Local Indices

In the Local Indices technique, a noden maintains an index over the data of each node withinr hops of itself, wherer

is asystem-widevariable known as theradiusof the index (r = 0 is the degenerate case, where a node only indexes

metadata over its own collection). When a node receives a Query message, it can then process the query on behalf of

every node withinr hops of itself. In this way, the collections of many nodes can be searched by processing the query

at few nodes, thereby maintaining a high satisfaction rate and number of results while keeping costs low.

Previously, we mentioned that data placement strategies may face a barrier to implementation in loosely controlled

systems such as Gnutella, because users will not want to devote large amounts of storage to store other users’ data or

metadata. However, whenr is small, the amount of metadata a node must index is also quite small – on the order of

50 KB – independent of the total size of the network. As a result, Local Indices with smallr should be easily accepted

by a loosely controlled system such as Gnutella. See Section 6.3 for more details on space requirements.

Before we describe details of this technique, let us first point out that the concept of indexing other nodes’ data

has been used in several systems to date. We mentioned earlier that the Morpheus P2P system uses “super-peers” –

nodes that index the collections of their clients and answer queries on their behalf, while the clients never answer any

queries. Napster can be seen as using a variant of the super-peer technique, where a server containing a centralized

index over every node’s data is the single super-peer, and all other nodes are clients. Our Local Indices technique

differs from these other techniques because all nodes under this technique still have equal roles and capabilities, i.e.,

it is still pure P2P. Furthermore, our technique is malleable in that we can adjustr to study both systems with small

indices (smallr) such as Morpheus, and systems with large indices (larger) such as Napster, and many possibilities

in between. As a result, it is well-suited to understanding the benefits and tradeoffs of indexing.

The Local Indices technique works as follows: a policy specifies the depths at which the query should be processed.

All nodes at depths not listed in the policy simply forward the query to the next depth. For example, say the policy

is P = f1; 5g. Query sourceS will send the Query message out to its neighbors at depth 1. All these nodes will

process the query, and forward the Query message to all their neighbors at depth 2. Nodes at depth 2 will not process

the query, since 2 is not in the policyP , but will forward the Query message to depth 3. Eventually, nodes at depth 5

will process the query, since depth 5 is in the policy. Also, because depth 5 is the last depth inP , these nodes will then

drop the Query message. We assume that in a given system, all queries use the same policy.

Note the difference between a Local Indices policy and an iterative deepening policy, where depths in the policy

represent the depths at which iterations should end, and nodes atall depths process the query. Note also that in order

for the Local Indices technique to have equal performance as a BFS of depthD, in terms of number of results and

satisfaction, the last depth in the Local Indices policy must be set toD � r.
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To create and maintain the indices at each node, extra steps must be taken whenever a node joins or leaves the

network, and whenever a user updates his local collection (e.g., inserts a file). When a nodeX joins the network, it

sends a Join message with a TTL ofr, which will be received by all nodes withinr hops. The Join message contains

sufficient metadata overX ’s collection for another node to answer queries on nodeX ’s behalf. When a node receives

the Join message fromX , it will in return send a Join message containing metadata over its collection directly toX

(i.e., over a temporary connection). Both nodes then add each other’s metadata to their own index.

When a node joins the network, it may introduce a path of lengthr or less between two other nodes, where no

such path previously existed. In this case, the two nodes can be made aware of their new connection in a number

of ways without introducing additional messages. For example, in the Gnutella network, nodes periodically send out

Ping messages to all nodes within a depthD, and every node receiving the Ping should respond with a Pong message.

This mechanism is used for node discovery. If a nodeA receives a Pong message from another nodeB that is withinr

hops, but whose metadata is not currently indexed atA, nodeA may send a Join message directly toB, and in return,

B may send a Join message directly toA.

When a node leaves the network or dies, other nodes that index the leaving node’s collection will remove the

appropriate metadata after a timeout. Timeouts can also be implemented without introducing new messages. For

example, if a node does not respond to Ping messages several times, it may be assumed that this node has died or left

the network.

When a user updates his collection, his node will send out a small Update message with a TTL ofr, containing the

metadata of the affected data element (e.g., file or record), and indicates whether the element was inserted, deleted, or

updated. All nodes receiving this message subsequently update their index.

To translate the cost of joins, leaves and updates to query performance, we amortize these costs over the cost of

queries. The parameterQueryJoinRatio gives us the average ratio of queries to joins in the entire P2P network,

while QueryUpdateRatio gives us the average ratio of queries to updates.

5 Experimental Setup

We chose to base our evaluations on data gathered from the Gnutella network because Gnutella is the largest open P2P

system in operation, with about 50000 users as of May, 2001. To evaluate our techniques, we need to answer questions

such as:

� When our Gnutella client submits a query, how many results are received?

� When our client submits a query, what is the time to satisfaction under the iterative deepening technique?

Some of these questions can be answered through direct experiments; for example, we can answer the first question

simply by having our client parse and log each Response message it gets in response to its query. Other questions need
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Description Value
Average files shared per user 340 files
Average size of result record 76 B
Average size of metadata for a single file 72 B
Percentage of Query messages dropped (Appendix A)30%

Table 1:General Statistics

to answered indirectly; for example, we could not force all Gnutella nodes to use the iterative deepening technique, in

order to answer our second question. Instead, we collect performance data for queries under the BFS technique, and

combine this data using analysis to estimate what the time to satisfaction would have been under iterative deepening.

We therefore evaluate our techniques using a combination of experiments to gather raw data from the Gnutella network,

and analysis to estimate the cost and performance of queries under our techniques. Experiments and analysis are

described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively.

5.1 Data Collection

First, we needed to gather some general information on the Gnutella network and its users. For example, how many

files do users share? What is the typical size of metadata for a file? To gather these general statistics, for a period of

one month, we ran a Gnutella client that observed messages as they passed through the network. Based on the content

of these messages, our client could determine characteristics of users’ collections, and of the network as a whole.

For example, Gnutella Pong messages contain the IP address of the node that originated the message, as well as the

number of files stored at the node. By extracting this number from all Pong messages that pass by, we can determine

the distribution of collection sizes in the network. Table 1 summarizes some of the general characteristics we will use

later on in our analysis.

Our client also passively observed the query strings of query messages that passed through the network. To get our

representative set of queries for Gnutella,Qrep (see Section 3.1) , we randomly selected 500 queries from the 500,000

observed queries.

5.1.1 Iterative Deepening

From the representative setQrep, our client submitted each queryQ to the Gnutella networkD times (spread over

time), whereD = 7 is the maximum TTL allowed in Gnutella. Each time the query was submitted we increment

its TTL by 1, so that we submit the query once for each TTL between 1 andD. For each Query message submitted,

we logged every Response message that arrived within 2 minutes of submission of the query. For each Response, we

log:

� The number hops that the Response message took.

� The response time (i.e., the time elapsed from when the Query message was first submitted, to when the Response
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Symbol Description
L(Q) Length of query string for queryQ
M(Q;n) Number of response messages received for queryQ,

fromn hops away
R(Q;n) Number of results received for queryQ, fromn hops away
S(Q;n;Z) Returns true if queryQ receivedZ or more results

fromn hops away

Table 2:Symbols and function names of data extracted from
logs for iterative deepening

Symbol Description
T (Q;Z;W;P ) Time to satisfaction of queryQ, under iterative

deepening policyP and waiting timeW
N(Q;n) Number of nodesn hops away that processQ
C(Q;n) Number of redundant edgesn hops away

Table 3: Symbols and function names of data estimated
from logs for iterative deepening

message was received).

� The IP address from which the Response message came.

� The individual results contained in the Response message.

As queries are submitted, our client sent out Ping messages to all its neighbors. Ping messages are propagated

through the network in a breadth-first traversal, as Query messages are. When a node receives a Ping message, it

replies with a Pong message containing its IP (and other information). We sent a Ping message immediately before

every second query. After a Ping message was sent, for the duration of the next two queries (i.e., 4 minutes), we logged

the following information for all Pong messages received:

� The number of hops that the Pong message took.

� The IP address from which the Pong came.

From these Response and Pong logs, we can directly extract information necessary to estimate the cost and quality

of results received for each query, summarized in Table 2. Each of these data elements were extracted for every query

Q 2 Qrep, and for every possible hop valuen (n = 1 to D). In the definitions ofR(Q;n) andM(Q;n), note that

a single Response message can hold more than one result record. Binary functionS(Q;n; Z) returns true if queryQ

was satisfied by the results received from nodes withinn hops.

In addition to the values we can extract directly from our logs, we also estimate several values that could not

be directly observed by our client, listed in Table 3. Though these values could not be directly observed, they are

nevertheless carefully calculated from observed quantities. For example,N(Q;n) is calculated using three sets of

observed IP addresses: (1) the IP addresses of nodesn hops away that responded to the latest Ping sent out before

queryQ was submitted, (2) the IP addresses of nodesn hops away that responded to the earliest Ping sent out after

queryQ was submitted, and (3) the IP addresses of nodesn hops away that responded to queryQ. Details on how

N(Q;n) andC(Q;n) are estimated can be found in Appendix A, while Appendix B describes how we estimate

T (Q;Z;W; P ), the time at which queryQ is satisfied under policyP , with waiting timeW .

5.1.2 Directed BFS

The experiments for DBFS are similar to the experiments for iterative deepening, except each query inQrep is now

sent to a single neighbor at a time. That is, rather than sending the same Query message, with the same message ID, to
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Symbol Description
L(Q) Length of query string for queryQ
M(Q;n; y) Number of response messages received for queryQ, from nodesn hops away, when the Query message was sent to neighbory

R(Q;n; y) Number of results received for queryQ, from nodesn hops away, when the Query message was sent to neighbory

S(Q;n; Z; y) Returns true if queryQ receivesZ or more results fromn hops away, when the Query message was sent to neighbory

T (Q;Z; y) The time at which queryQ is satisfied, when the query was sent to neighbory

Table 4:Symbols and function names of data extracted from logs for Directed BFS

all neighbors, our node sends a query message with a different ID (but same query string) to each neighbor. Similarly,

Ping messages with distinct IDs are also sent to a single neighbor at a time, before every other query.

For each Response and Ping received, our client logs the same information logged for iterative deepening, in

addition to the neighbor from which the message is received. From our logs, we then extract the same kind of

information as with iterative deepening. However, now we differentiate the performance of the query when sent to

different neighbors. The data we extract from the logs is listed in Table 4. Note that unlike with iterative deepening, the

time to satisfaction in Directed BFS –T (Q;Z; y) – is directly observable by our client. We also estimate several values

that could not be directly extracted, listed in Table 5. These values are estimated in the same manner as described in

Appendix A.

In addition to gathering Response and Pong information, we also recorded statistics for each neighbor right before

each query was sent out, such as the number of results that a neighbor has returned on past queries, and the latency

of the connection with a neighbor. Recall that these statistics are used in heuristically selecting which neighbor to

forward the query to. Please see Appendix C for a list of statistics recorded for each neighbor.

5.1.3 Local Indices

No separate experiment was run to gather data for this technique. Instead, we use the data from the Iterative Deepening

and Directed BFS experiments.

5.2 Calculating Costs

Given the data we collect from the Gnutella network, we can now estimate the cost and performance of each technique

through analysis. The following subsections summarize our calculations for average aggregate bandwidth and average

aggregate processing cost. Calculations for time to satisfaction can be found in Appendix B.

5.2.1 Bandwidth Cost

To calculate the average aggregate bandwidth consumed under a particular technique, we first estimate how large

each type of message is. We base our calculations of message size on the Gnutella network protocol, and the general

statistics listed in Table 1. For example, a Query message contains a Gnutella header, a query string, and a field of

13



Symbol Description
N(Q;n; y) Number of nodesn hops away that processQ

when the Query message was sent to neighbory

C(Q;n; y) Number of redundant edgesn hops away
when the Query message was sent to neighbory

Table 5: Symbols and function names of data estimated
from logs for Directed BFS

Symbol Value (Bytes) Description
a(Q) 82 + L(Q) Size of a Query message
b 80 Size of a Resend message
c 76 Size of a single result record
d 108 Size of a Response message header
e(Q; r) see discussion in Size of a full Response message

Appendix D under Local Indices
f 24480 Size of a Join message
g 152 Size of an Update message

Table 6:Sizes of messages

2 bytes to describe the minimum bandwidth the query source requires any responding node to have (which in our

experiments is set to 0). A Gnutella header holds application-specific information such as the ID of the message and

the message type. Headers in Gnutella are 22 bytes, and TCP/IP and Ethernet headers are 58 bytes. The query string is

L(Q) bytes (Table 2). Total message size is therefore 82 +L(Q) bytes. Table 6 lists the different message types used

by our techniques, giving their estimated sizes and the symbol used for compact representation of the message size.

We can now use the message sizes and logged information to estimate aggregate bandwidth consumed by a single

query under the various techniques. For example, aggregate bandwidth for a query under BFS is:

BWbfs(Q) =

DX
n=1

�
a(Q) �

�
N(Q;n) + C(Q;n)

�
+ n �

�
c � R(Q;n) + d �M(Q;n)

��
(1)

We can understand the above formula by thinking of the query as it travels from one depth to the next – that is, when it

travels fromn hops away ton+1 hops away. First, we know that the query will reach every level from 1 toD, which

is why we have the summation fromn = 1 toD. Here,n represents the depth, or number of hops the query has taken.

Recall thatD represents the maximum TTL of a message.

The first term inside the summation gives us the bandwidth consumed by sending the query message from level

n � 1 to leveln. There areN(Q;n) nodes at depthn, and there areC(Q;n) redundant edges between depthsn� 1

andn. Hence, the total number of Query messages sent on thenth hop is equal toN(Q;n)+C(Q;n). If we multiply

this sum bya(Q), the size of the Query message, we get the bandwidth consumed by forwarding the query on thenth

hop.

The second term gives us the bandwidth consumed by transferring Response messages fromn hops away back

to the query source. There areM(Q;n) Response messages returned from nodesn, and these Response messages

contain a total ofR(Q;n) result records. The size of a response message header isd, and the size of a result record is

c (on average), hence the total size of all Response messages returned fromn hops away isc �R(Q;n)+ d �M(Q;n).

These messages must taken hops to get back to the source; hence, bandwidth consumed isn times the size of all

responses.

Formulae for calculating aggregate bandwidth consumption for the remaining policies – iterative deepening, Di-

rected BFS, and Local Indices – follow the same pattern, and include the same level of detail, as Equation 1. Due to

space limitations, the formulae and derivations are not included here, but can be found in Appendix D.
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Symbol Cost (Units) Description
s 1 Cost of transferring a Resend message
t(Q) 1 + :007 � L(Q) Cost of transferring a Query message
u .4 Additional cost of sending a Response message when a

result record is appended to the message
v 1.2 Base cost of transferring a Response message with no result records
w 1.1 Additional cost of processing a query per result discovered
x 14 Base overhead of processing a query
y(Q; r) see discussion in Appendix E Cost of transferring a Response message under Local Indices
z(Q; r) see discussion in Appendix E Cost of processing a query under Local Indices
h 13000 Cost of processing a Join message
j 160 Cost of transferring a Join message
k 13000 Cost of processing a timeout (removing metadata)
l 1.4 Cost of transferring an Update message
� 100 Cost of processing an Update message

Table 7:Costs of actions

5.2.2 Processing Cost

Calculating average aggregate processing power consumed under a particular technique is done much in the same

way as calculating average aggregate bandwidth. First, we estimate how much processing power each type of action

requires. We then go through the data in the query logs and use analysis to estimate how much aggregate processing

power each query consumed. Because of space limitations, we do not present formulae for calculating average aggre-

gate processing cost. Please see Appendix E for the formulae and their derivations. Here, we briefly describe how

processing power costs are measured.

Table 7 lists the different types of actions needed to handle queries, along with their cost in units and the symbol

used for compact representation of the actions’ cost. Rather than calculating processing cost in terms of cycles, we

express the cost of actions in terms of coarser units, and use the relative cost of actions in units to compare processing

power consumed by a query. Costs were estimated by running each type of action on a 930 MHz processor (Pentium

III, running Linux kernel version 2.2) and recording CPU time spent on each action. While CPU time will vary

between machines, the relative cost of actions should remain roughly the same. We define the base unit as the cost of

transferring a Resend message, which is roughly 2000 cycles.

In Table 7, the cost of transferring a message of any type (Query, Resend, Join, Update) covers the cost of sending

the message from the application layer in one node, and receiving the message at the application layer of another node.

This cost is a linear function in the size of the message, so the first few actions in Table 7 are calculated by simply

plugging the size of each message type, estimated in Table 6, into this function. Note that the cost of transferring a

Response message is broken into two sub-costs: the base cost of sending a single Response message containing only

the headers, and the additional cost of sending a Response message when another result record is appended to the

message. The cost of processing a query also consists of a fixed component and a linear component in the number of

results discovered. The “per result” cost is the additional cost added for each result discovered, while the “base” cost
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Symbol Definition
D Maximum time-to-live of a message, in terms of hops
Z Number of results needed tosatisfya query
Qrep Representative set of queries for the Gnutella network

Table 8:Definition of Symbols

is the fixed overhead of initiating a search.

5.3 Averaging Results

Now that we can calculate or directly observe the performance of a single queryQ in terms of each metric, the

performance of a technique is measured by averaging the performance of every queryQ 2 Qrep. For example,

average aggregate bandwidth for a breadth-first search is:

AvgAggBWbfs =
1

jQrepj
�
X

Q2Qrep

BWbfs (2)

6 Experiments

In this section, we present the results of our experiments and analysis. We discuss the performance tradeoffs between

different policies, and form recommendations for existing systems such as Gnutella. As a convenience to the reader,

some symbols defined in previous sections are re-defined in Table 8.

Note that our evaluations are performed over a single “real” system, and that results may vary for other topolo-

gies. Nevertheless, since Gnutella does not control topology or data placement, we believe its characteristics are

representative of the type of system we want to study.

6.1 Iterative Deepening

For the sake of comparison, we evaluate only those iterative deepening policies where the last depth is set toD (see

Section 4.1 for an explanation). To understand the tradeoffs between policies of different lengths, and policies that

begin at different depths, we choose the following subset of policies to study:

P = fPd = fd; d+ 1; ::::; Dg; for d = 1; 2; :::; Dg

= ff1; 2; :::; Dg; f2; 3; :::; Dg; :::; fD� 1; Dg; fDgg: (3)

Since a policyPd is defined by the value ofd, the depth of its first iteration, we calld the “policy number”. Recall

thatPD = P7 = f7g is the degenerate case, a BFS of depth 7, currently used in the Gnutella network. Similarly, we

looked only at a few possibleW values:f1; 2; 4; 6; 150g. These values are measured in seconds.

In the first experiment, our client ran for a period of 4 days, submitting twice each query in our representative set

Qrep. Throughout this period, the client maintained 8 neighbors. When analyzing the data, we defined the desired
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Figure 1: Bandwidth consumption for
various iterative deepening policies
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Figure 2: Processing cost for various
iterative deepening policies
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Figure 3:Time to satisfaction for vari-
ous iterative deepening policies

number of resultsZ = 50. Later in this section, we will show what happens whenZ is varied, and when the number

of neighbors of our client changes.

We note that our client ran over an 10 Mb Ethernet connection. We wanted to ensure that the connection was stable

(unlike dialup modems, and sometimes even cable modem and DSL), and we wanted to ensure that the connection

did not saturate. Both of these characteristics were needed to ensure that our client would not die and interrupt the

ongoing experiments. Most peer-to-peer clients will be connected via lower bandwidth connections, so we must keep

in mind that the absolute numbers that we see in the following graphs may not be the same across all clients, though

the tradeoffs should be comparable.

Cost Comparison. Figures 1 and 2 show the cost of each policy, for each value ofW , in terms of average aggregate

bandwidth and average aggregate processing cost, respectively. Along the x-axis, we varyd, the policy number.

Immediately obvious in these figures are the cost savings. PolicyP1 atW = 8 uses just about 19% of the aggregate

bandwidth per query used by the BFS technique,P7, and just 41% of the aggregate processing cost per query.

To understand how such enormous savings are possible, we must understand the tradeoffs between the different

policies and waiting periods. The curves in Figures 1 and 2 have roughly the same shape, for the same reasons. Let us

therefore focus on bandwidth consumption, in Figure 1. First, notice that the average aggregate bandwidth ford = 7 is

the same, regardless ofW (also seen in Figure 3). Since the waiting timeW only comes into play between iterations,

it does not affectP7 = f7g, which has only a single iteration.

Next, notice that asd increases, the bandwidth consumption of policyPd increases as well. The largerd is, the

more likely the policy will waste bandwidth by sending the query out to too many nodes. For example, if a queryQ

can be satisfied at a depth of 4, then policiesP5; P6, andP7 will “overshoot” the goal, sending the query out to more

nodes than necessary to satisfyQ. Sending the query out to more nodes than necessary will generate extra bandwidth

from forwarding the Query message, and transferring Response messages back to the source. Hence, asd increases,

bandwidth consumption increases as well, givingP7 the worst bandwidth performance.
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Now, notice that asW decreases, bandwidth usage increases. IfW is small, there is a higher likelihood that the

client will prematurely determine that the query was not satisfied, leading to the “overshooting” effect we described

for large policy numbers. For example, sayW = 6 andd = 4. If a queryQ can be satisfied at depth 4, but 8 seconds

are required beforeZ results arrive at the client, then the client will only wait for 6 seconds, determine that the query

is not satisfied, and initiate the next iteration at depth 5. In this case, the client overshoots the goal. The smallerW is,

the more often the client will overshoot; hence, bandwidth usage increases asW decreases.

Note also that forW = 1, whend is large, bandwidth usage actually decreases asd increases. The reason for this

anomaly is the cost of Resend messages. As we just explained, whenW is small, the client tends to overshoot the

goal. This effect is so strong forW = 1 that almost every query underP6 will eventually reach depth 7. Therefore,

roughly the same amount of bandwidth is used for Query and Response messages forP6 andP7, but policyP6 also has

the additional cost of Resend messages for almost every query. Aggregate bandwidth consumption forP6 is therefore

greater than that ofP7.

Quality of Results. Recall that one of the strengths of iterative deepening is that it can decrease the cost of queries

without detracting from its ability to satisfy queries. Hence, satisfaction under any iterative deepening policy is equal

to satisfaction under the current BFS scheme used by Gnutella, which, according to our data, equals .64. Because the

iterative deepening technique is best applied in cases where satisfaction, and not the number of responses, is the more

appropriate metric, we will not compare policies by the number of results returned per query.

The remaining quality of results metric, time to satisfaction, is shown in Figure 3 for each policy and value of

W . We see that there is an inverse relationship between time to satisfaction and cost. AsW increases, the time spent

for each iteration grows longer. In addition, asd decreases, the number of iterations needed to satisfy a query will

increase, on average. In both of these cases, the time to satisfaction will increase. Note, however, that delay is often

caused by saturated connections or thrashing nodes. If all nodes in Gnutella were to use iterative deepening, load

on nodes and connections would decrease considerably, thereby decreasing these delays. Time to satisfaction should

therefore grow less quickly than is shown in Figure 3, asd increases orW increases.

In deciding which policy would be the best to use in practice, we must keep in mind what time to satisfaction the

user can tolerate in an interactive system. Suppose a system requires the average time to satisfaction to be no more

than 9 seconds. Looking at Figure 3, we see that several combinations ofd andW result in this time to satisfy, e.g.,

d = 4 andW = 4, or d = 5 andW = 6. Looking at Figures 1 and 2, we see that the policy and waiting period that

minimizes cost, while satisfying the time constraint, isP5 andW = 6 (with savings of 72% in aggregate bandwidth

and 52% in aggregate processing cost over BFS). We would therefore recommend this policy for our system.

Variations. Performance of the iterative deepening technique and its various policies rely on the value chosen forZ.

In addition, performance depends on the number of nodes that process each query, which in turn is determined locally
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deepening atW = 150

by the number of neighbors (degree) that a client maintains. To see the effect these two factors have on the iterative

deepening technique, we ran our data collection experiment twice, first where our client maintained 8 neighbors, then

where our client maintained 4 neighbors. Over each data set, we then ran analysis three times, first withZ = 20, then

with Z = 50, then withZ = 100.

Figure 4 shows the performance of each variation in terms of satisfaction. Since choice of policy number and

W does not affect the satisfaction of iterative deepening, this figure represents all iterative deepening policies. As

expected, when the definition of satisfying becomes more stringent (i.e.,Z increases), satisfaction decreases. However,

it is encouraging to note that satisfaction does not drop very quickly asZ increases. A value ofZ = 100 requires that

5 times as many results need to be returned in order to satisfy the query, when compared toZ = 20. Yet, its probability

of satisfying is only 15% less with 8 neighbors, and 14% less with 4 neighbors.

Also as expected, when the number of neighbors of our client decreases, the probability that a query is satisfied

also decreases, since fewer neighbors generally translates to fewer number of results. However, we find it interesting

that satisfaction with 4 neighbors is not much lower than satisfaction with 8 neighbors. Though we have half as many

neighbors, our probability of satisfaction is only about 6% lower when we have four neighbors as opposed to 8. The

reason for this effect is that with 8 neighbors, our client usually received far more results than was needed to satisfy

the query. When the number of neighbors decreased to 4, the client received significantly fewer results, but in most

cases it was still enough to satisfy the query.

The cost savings of having fewer neighbors, however, is quite significant. Figures 5 and 6 show the cost of the

different variations forW = 150 in terms of average aggregate bandwidth and average aggregate processing cost,

respectively. We choseW = 150 because it represents the best-case cost performance of these variations from our

experimental data. Again along the x-axis we vary the policy numberd. We see in Figure 5 that for all policy numbers,

iterative deepening with 4 neighbors requires just 55% to 65% of the bandwidth required with 8 neighbors. Similarly,

Figure 6 shows us that iterative deepening with 4 neighbors requires just 55% of the processing cost required with

8 neighbors. Though we do not show the cost of the policies for different values ofW , we verify that the same
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Symbol Heuristic: Select neighbor that...
RAND (Random)
>RES Returned the greatest number of results in the past 10 queries
<TIME Had the shortest average time to satisfaction in the past 10 queries
<HOPS Had the smallest average number of hops taken by results in the past 10 queries
>MSG Sent our client the greatest number of messages (all types)
<QLEN Had the shortest message queue
<LAT Had the shortest latency
>DEG Had the highest degree (number of neighbors)

Table 9:Heuristics used for Directed BFS

magnitude of savings occur for allW we considered. Hence, decreasing the number of neighbors that the query is sent

to might decrease satisfaction a little, but decrease the cost significantly. Larger values ofZ translate to more costly

queries, because more results must be processed and returned before the query terminates.

In terms of making a recommendation for a real system, we first note that most nodes do not have many neighbors,

so the option of sending the query to fewer neighbors does not exist for them. For the nodes that do have many

neighbors, they would be doing a service to the network by decreasing the number of neighbors they send the query

to, if they are the query source. However, it may be difficult to convince these highly connected nodes to be altruistic,

especially since they already provide a service to the network by routing much traffic.

6.2 Directed BFS

We studied 8 heuristics for Directed BFS, listed in Table 9. The RAND heuristic, choosing a neighbor at random, is

used as the baseline for comparison with other heuristics.

Quality of Results. Figure 7 shows the probability of satisfying, for the different heuristics, for different values of

Z. All heuristics except<HOPS have a marked improvement over the baseline heuristic RAND. In particular,>RES,

sending the query to the neighbor that has produced the most results in past queries, has the best performance. It is

followed by<TIME, sending the query to the neighbor that has produced results with the lowest time to satisfaction in

past queries. We therefore see, as expected, that past performance is a good indicator of future performance. As with

iterative deepening in Figure 4, increasingZ decreases the satisfaction. We could not find an intuitive explanation for

why the performance of<QLEN drops atZ = 100.

Figure 8 shows the time to satisfaction of the different heuristics. Under this metric, again most heuristics outper-

form the baseline RAND. The<TIME heuristic has the best performance (36% lower than the baseline), followed by

>RES (20% lower than the baseline). Again, we see that past performance is a good indicator of future performance.

We were surprised to see that>DEG, sending the query to the neighbor with the highest degree, did not perform

as well as the other heuristics, with the exception of<HOPS. Past work such as [1] show that in a power-law network

such as Gnutella, sending the query to nodes with the highest degree should allow one to reach many nodes in the
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Figure 9: Bandwidth consumption for
Directed BFS

network, and therefore get many results back. However, this past work did not have real-time data to make decisions

as we did, such as the past performance of neighbors, the amount of time a neighbor has been alive, etc. It is possible

that with this additional real-time information, their routing algorithm might be enhanced.

We were also initially surprised to see that<HOPS, sending the query to the neighbor that has returned results

with the lowest number of hops, performed so poorly in terms of both satisfaction and time to satisfaction. On closer

examination of our logs, we found that a low average number of hops does not imply that the neighbor is close to other

nodes with data, as we had hypothesized. Instead, it typically means that only a few nodes can be reached through

that neighbor, but those few nodes are close to the neighbor. Though all results come from just a few hops away, only

few results are returned through that neighbor. Since this heuristic returns few results, it also has the worst time to

satisfaction. Though the average arrival time of results is lower with this heuristic than with others, the time at which

theZth result arrives for this heuristic is still higher than the time at which theZth result arrives for other heuristics,

especially ifZ is large.

Cost. Figures 9 and 10 show the cost of Directed BFS under each heuristic, in terms of average aggregate bandwidth

and average aggregate processing cost, respectively. The cost of Directed BFS in unaffected by the value ofZ, so

the single curve in these figures represent all values ofZ. We see a definite correlation between cost and quality of

results. Many of our heuristics return higher quality results than RAND because they select neighbors that are directly

or indirectly connected to many other nodes. Because more nodes process the query when using these heuristics, more

quality results are returned, but also more aggregate bandwidth and processing power is consumed.

We feel that since users of a system are more acutely aware of the quality of results that are returned, rather than

the aggregate cost of a query, the heuristics that provide the highest quality results would be most widely accepted in

open systems such as Gnutella. We would therefore recommend>RES or<TIME. Both heuristics provide good time

to satisfaction, and a probability of satisfaction that is 9% and 13% lower than BFS with 8 neighbors, respectively.

Furthermore, despite the fact that they are the most costly heuristics, they still require roughly 73% less processing
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Figure 12: Processing cost for Local
Indices

cost than BFS, and 65% less bandwidth.

Compared with iterative deepening, the strength of Directed BFS is time to satisfaction. Comparing Figures 3

and 8, we see that Directed BFS heuristics yield times to satisfaction comparable to the best times achievable by

iterative deepening. However, by sacrificing time to satisfaction, iterative deepening can achieve lower cost than any

Directed BFS heuristic. Furthermore, satisfaction for all iterative deepening policies is higher than satisfaction of any

Directed BFS heuristic. Table 10 in Section 7 summarizes the comparisons between these two techniques.

6.3 Local Indices

To evaluate the Local Indices technique, we used data collected from the iterative deepening experiments described in

Section 5.1.1, where the client was run with 8 neighbors. For the sake of comparison, we evaluate only those policies

that have the same performance as a BFS of depthD, in terms of number of results and satisfaction. Hence we only

consider policies where the last depth is set toD � r (see Section 4.3 for an explanation). Since the number of nodes

grows exponentially as distance from the source node increases, to minimize cost, we want the remaining depths in

the policy to be as small as possible. If a query is being executed at depthx, then the previous depth in the policy need

be at leastx� 2r� 1 (processing at depthx� 2r� 1 covers all nodes up to depthx� r� 1, and processing at depth

x covers all nodes starting atx� r). As a result, for every possible radiusr, we evaluate a single policyPr, defined as

Pr = f:::; D � 3r � 1; D � rg. For clarity, Figure 13 lists these policies explicitly.

Cost. In the following cost evaluations, we varyQueryJoinRatio because cost is highly dependent on this pa-

rameter. The default value forQueryJoinRatio observed in Gnutella is roughly 10 [17]. Recall thatQueryJoin-

Ratio gives us the ratio of queries to joins/leaves in the network (i.e., roughly how many queries a user submits during

a session). However, here we do not vary the value ofQueryUpdateRatio , the ratio of queries to updates in the

network, because we found that varying this parameter had the same types of effects as varyingQueryJoinRatio .

The default value of this parameter was obtained indirectly, because it was impossible to observe how frequently users
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Policies
P0 = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7g
P1 = f0; 3; 6g
P2 = f0; 5g
P3 = f4g
P4 = f3g
P5 = f2g
P6 = f1g
P7 = f0g

Figure 13:Policies for Local Indices
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updated their collections. We first assumed that most online updates come as a result of users downloading files from

other users. We then use the ratio of queries to downloads observed in [18] for the OpenNap system as an estimate for

Gnutella. Our estimate forQueryUpdateRatio is therefore 0.5, meaning that on average, a user updates 2 files for

every query he submits.

Figures 11 and 12 give us the cost of the Local Indices policies for various values ofQueryJoinRatio (QJR),

in terms of average aggregate bandwidth and average aggregate processing cost, respectively. Along the x-axis, we

vary the radiusr. Recall thatr = 0 is the degenerate case where a node keeps an index over its own collection only;

P0 is equivalent to a BFS of depthD.

Again, we can see huge cost savings from the Local Indices technique, especially asQueryJoinRatio in-

creases. AtQueryJoinRatio = 10, policyP1 uses about5:8 � 105 bytes of aggregate bandwidth, which is about

39% of what the default BFS scheme uses (i.e.,r = 0), and it uses3:3 � 104 units of processing power, which is about

84% of what the default scheme uses. WhenQueryJoinRatio = 100, only 30% of the bandwidth and 31% of

the processing cost of the default scheme is required. We see from both figures that cost decreases asQueryJoin-

Ratio increases. Because there are more queries for every join and leave in the network asQueryJoinRatio

increases, the amortized cost of joins and leaves decreases. However, the cost forr = 0 is the same for all values of

QueryJoinRatio because it is the degenerate case where a node keeps an index over its own collection only. At

r = 0, the cost of joins, leaves and updates is zero.

In Figures 11 and 12, asr increases, the cost of the policies decrease, and then increase again. To understand the

reason for this behavior, we looked at the cost of queries, the amortized cost of joins and leaves, and the amortized cost

of updates separately in Figure 14, forQueryJoinRatio =20. Whenr is small, the cost of queries is quite large,

and dominates over the cost of joins, leaves and updates. Asr increases, the cost of queries decreases, because fewer

nodes need to process the query, and because messages need to travel fewer hops. However, the amortized cost of

joins and leaves increases exponentially, such that whenr is large, this cost dominates over the cost of queries. The

point at which total cost is minimized is somewhere in between the two extremes – in the case of Figure 14, it is at
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r = 1. The amortized cost of updates is always a relatively small fraction of total cost.

While in some cases, relatively larger have the best performance, we must keep in mind the storage requirements

for the index at each node. Figure 15 shows us the size of the index that our node would have as a function ofr, had we

implemented Local Indices. The size requirement for a policy is simply the number of nodes withinr hops, multiplied

by the average number of files per user, and the average size of each file metadata. The number of neighbors directly

affect the size of the index, so we show results for our client with 4 and 8 neighbors. Since our node was relatively

well-connected (average degree is roughly 2 in Gnutella), the numbers shown in Figure 15 are significantly larger than

they would be for an average node.

Though the size of the index grows exponentially, it is still practical for allr in our range. Atr = 7 with 4

neighbors, the size of our index would have been roughly 21 MB, which is not unreasonable, but perhaps larger than

many users would like to keep in memory for the sake of the application. Forr = 1, the size of our index would have

been roughly 71 KB – an index so small that almost certainly no users would object to keeping.

For today’s system withQueryJoinRatio = 10, we recommend usingr = 1, because it achieves the greatest

savings in cost (61% in bandwidth, 16% in processing cost), and the index size forr = 1 is so small, it should not

cause any barrier to implementation. In the future, whenQueryJoinRatio increases, the best value forr will also

increase.

Time to Satisfaction. In the absence of data from a system that actually uses indices, calculating time to satisfaction

for Local Indices is very hard. Thus, we only qualitatively discuss this metric for Local Indices when compared to

BFS.

For the typical query, most results under a BFS with depth limitD will come fromD hops away. In a Local

Indices policy, most results will come fromD � r hops away. Because most Query and Response messages under

Local Indices haver fewer hops to travel, the time to forward messages to the outermost depth and back to the source

will be shorter (forr > 0) than for BFS. However, because nodes have larger indices, processing the query should

take more time. It is difficult to tell how these effects balance each other out asr changes, but we believe that time to

satisfaction changesslowlywith r. Hence, time to satisfaction for Local Indices with smallr is comparable to time to

satisfaction for BFS (as BFS is equivalent to Local Indices withr = 0).

7 Conclusion

This paper presents the design and evaluation of three efficient search techniques, over a loosely controlled, pure P2P

system. Compared to current techniques used in existing systems, these techniques greatly reduce the aggregate cost of

processing queries over the entire system, while maintaining equally high quality of results. Table 10 summarizes the

performance tradeoffs among our proposed techniques, as compared to the BFS technique currently in use. Because
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Technique Time Probability Number Aggregate Aggregate
to of of Bandwidth Processing

Satisfy Satisfaction Results Cost Cost
BFS 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Iterative Deepening (d = 5, W = 6) 190% 100% 19% 28% 48%
Directed BFS (>RES) 140% 86% 37% 38% 28%
Local Indices (r = 1) � 100% 100% 100% 39% 84%

Table 10:Relative performance of techniques, using BFS as the baseline. For each technique, we show the performance of a single
policy we recommend for today’s systems.

of the simplicity of these techniques and their excellent performance, we believe they can make a large positive impact

on both existing and future pure P2P systems.
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A Calculations for N(Q; n) andC(Q; n)

Under BFS, if a Ping and Query message are sent out at the same time from the same node with the same TTL, in

theory, every node that processes the Query message should also process the Ping. Hence, the number of nodes that

process the Query should be equal to the number of nodes that return a Pong message. In practice, however, not

all nodes that process the query will also return a Pong message. For example, some nodes do not respond to Ping

messages, to save bandwidth. To estimateN(Q;n), therefore, we look at the following sets of IP addresses: (1) Set

A: The IP addresses of nodesn hops away that responded to the latest Ping sent out before queryQ was submitted,

(2) SetB: The IP addresses of nodesn hops away that responded to the earliest Ping sent out after queryQ was

submitted, and (3) SetC: The IP addresses of nodesn hops away that responded to queryQ. All three sets of nodes

generally overlap, and we know that the “correct” set of nodes contains some subset ofA andB, and completely

containsC. Since nodes join and leave the network frequently, using the approximationN(Q;n) = jA [ B [ Cj

will almost certainly be an over-estimation. However, usingjA [ Cj, which is theoretically the correct choice, will

almost certainly be an under-estimation since many nodes do not respond to Pings. Hence, we estimateN(Q;n) to be

N(Q;n) =MAX(jA [ Cj; jB [ Cj).

An edge is said to beredundantat depthn if a message traveling through this edge on itsnth hop arrives at a

node that has already seen the message – that is, if it closes a cycle on thenth hop. To estimateC(Q;n), the number

of redundant edges at depthn, we observed in our previous experiment that our client dropped roughly 30% of the

Query messages it received (Table 1). A Query message is dropped if it has been seen by the client before – that is,

if it has just traveled through a redundant edge. Given that our client dropped 30% of all Query messages it received,

and assuming our client to be a model for typical behavior, we estimate 1 out of 3 of all messages in a breadth-first

traversal are dropped due to redundant edges. In other words, if there are 60 nodes at depth 3, then 90 messages are

sent from nodes at depth 2 to nodes at depth 3, and 30 of these messages are dropped. SinceN(Q;n) represents the

number of messages that are not dropped,C(Q;n) = N(Q;n)=2.

B Time To Satisfaction Calculations

Iterative Deepening Let L(Q;n) denote the ordered list of times at which result records are received for queryQ

from nodesn hops away. For example,L(Q;n)[i] is the time theith result record was received from a noden hops

away. The time at which a result record is received is simply the time elapsed from when the query is first submitted,

to when the response message containing that record was received. From our logs, we can directly extractL(Q;n) for

each queryQ, for each value ofn from 1 toD.

Now let us defineLt(Q;n) to be a list of the same length asL(Q;n), and whereLt(Q;n)[i] = L(Q;n)[i]+ t. That is, we

increment every element inL(Q;n) by t. Let us define functionmerge(L,K) over two ordered listsL andK to return

a single ordered list formed by merging the elements of listL andK. Finally, let us define functionI(n; P ) to return
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the iteration on which depthn will be reached, under policyP . For example, ifP = f2; 5; 7g, thenI(1; P ) = 1,

I(2; P ) = 1, I(3; P ) = 2, etc.

We can now calculate the time to satisfaction for a queryQ by the following procedure:

RT (Q;P )

(1) T = L(Q; 1)

(2) for n = 2 toD

(3) T = merge(T; L(I(n;P )�1)�W
(Q;n) )

(4) returnT [Z]
Let us assume queryQ does not end before reaching depthn under policyP . In this case, then nodes at depthn

will receive the query on theI(n; P )th iteration, meaning the nodes would not receive the query until(I(n; P )�1)�W

time units after th query was first submitted. We therefore estimate the times at which these results arrive at the source

node to beL(I(n;P )�1)�W
(Q;n) .

Let us assume that queryQ is not satisfied until the last iteration. Then, the response times at which each result,

for all depths, are received is given byT , calculated in lines1 � 3 in the above procedure. The times at which the

query is satisfied is the time at which theZth result is received, which isT [Z].

Now, assume queryQ is satisfied at some iterationi that is not the last iteration. Letx be the depth of the iteration

i + 1. All depthsd such thatd � x will not be reached by queryQ. Will mergingL(I(d;P )�1)�W
(Q;d) into T for d � x

therefore give us an incorrect result? SinceQ is satisfied during iterationi, we know that it satisfied at some time prior

to (I(n; P )� 1) �W , by definition (otherwise, iterationi+ 1 would have been initiated). Hence, there are at leastZ

elements inT which are less than(I(n; P ) � 1) �W . Since mergingL(I(d;P )�1)�W
(Q;d) into T for d � x will only add

elements intoT that are greater or equal to(I(n; P )� 1) �W , the value ofT [Z] is unaffected by the merging of these

lists.

Directed BFS Response time for a queryQ is simplyT (Q;Z; y), a value that we can directly observe.

Local Indices In the absence of data from a system that actually uses indices, calculating time to satisfaction for

Local Indices requires much guess work. We felt that rough guesses on this metric would not be valuable, so we omit

this metric when evaluating Local Indices. For a qualitative discussion of time to satisfaction under this technique,

please see Section 6.3.

C Neighbor Statistics for Directed BFS Experiments

� Number of results for previous queries from this neighbor, with a maximum query history of 10

� Average TTL of results for previous queries from this neighbor, with a maximum query history of 10

� Average response time of results for previous queries from this neighbor, with a maximum query history of 10

� Number of messages (all types) received from this neighbor, since our client first connected to the neighbor
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� Number of messages (all types) sent to this neighbor, since our client first connected to the neighbor

� Number of messages (all types) dropped from this neighbor, since our client first connected to the neighbor

� Size of the message queue to this neighbor, at the time the query is submitted

� Latency of pong responses from this neighbor, at the time the query is submitted

� N(Q; 1; y): an estimate of the degree of the neighbor immediately before queryQ is submitted

D Aggregate Bandwidth Calculations

Iterative Deepening To calculate the aggregate bandwidth consumed under the iterative deepening technique, we

must take into account the cost of sending Resend messages, as well as the possibility that a query may terminate

before reaching the maximum depthD.

First, letP be the iterative deepening policy we are evaluating. Recall that policies are defined as an ordered list

of values, where theith value tells us the depth at which theith iteration ends, or freezes. We say a particular depthd

is a “policy level” if d 2 P .

Let us define following indicator functions:

I1(Q;n;W; P ) =

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

1 if n is a policy level,

andQ doesnot end

at depthn

0 otherwise

I2(Q;n;W; P ) =

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

1 if Q does

not end

beforeleveln

0 otherwise

I3(n) =

8<
:

1 if n < D

0 otherwise

(4)

For I1, a queryQ is said to “end” at depthn is n is a policy level, and the query source determines thatQ has

been satisfied after the query has reached a depth ofn but, before the time limit has expired. Recall that the time

allowed between iterations isW time units. Hence, ifn is theith value in policyP , queryQ “ends” at depthn if

T (Q;Z;W; P ) < i �W . In terms ofI1, I2(Q;n;W; P ) = 0 if and only if 9k such thath(Q; k;W; P ) = 1, for k < n

– that is, iff queryQ has ended at some previous policy level. Depthn does not need to be a policy level. FunctionI3

is self-explanatory.

Now, the formula for calculating aggregate bandwidth of queryQ with Iterative Deepening is as follows:

BWid(Q;W;P ) =
DX
n=1

I2(Q;n;W; P ) �

�
a(Q) �

�
N(Q;n) + C(Q;n)

�
+ n �

�
c � R(Q;n) + d �M(Q;n)

��

+
X
x2P

�
I1(Q; x;W; P ) � I2(Q; x;W; P ) � I3(x) �

xX
n=1

b �
�
N(Q;n) + C(Q;n)

��
(5)

The first summation gives us the bandwidth consumed by sending the query to leveln, and receiving response mes-

sages from leveln; it is almost identical to the summation in Equation 1. If the query ends before reaching leveln,
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however, then it will not be sent to leveln nor receive results from leveln. So in the above equation, we multiply the

terms in the first summation by the indicator functionI2(Q;n).

The second summation gives us the bandwidth consumed by sending out Resend messages. Resend messages are

sent to depthn given three conditions: (1)x is a policy level, (2) queryQ is not satisfied at or before depthx within

the time limit, and (3)x < D, since the Query message cannot reach a depth greater thanD. The first condition is

satisfied because we only sum over those levelsx such thatx 2 P . The second condition is satisfied by multiplying

the terms in the summation byI1(Q; x;W; P ) � I2(Q; x;W; P ), which equals 0 iff the query is satisfied at or before

depthx. Finally, the third condition is satisfied by multiplying the terms byI3(x), which equals 0 ifn = D.

Directed BFS Calculating bandwidth for Directed BFS is almost identical to calculating bandwidth for regular BFS,

except that now before each query, we must first determine which neighbor would have been selected by the heuristic

we are evaluating. Let us define the functionY (Q; h) to return the neighbor that a queryQ is submitted to, under

heuristich. For each queryQ and heuristich that we consider, we determineY (Q; h) from our logs by looking at the

statistics on each neighbor that were gathered before the query was submitted. For example, say right before queryQ

is submitted, we find that neighbor A has a queue length of 10, neighbor B has a queue length of 5, and neighbor C

has a queue length of 11. If heuristich is to choose the neighbor with the shortest message queue, we defineY (Q; h)

to return neighbor B.

We can now calculate the aggregate bandwidth of this query, under a heuristich, simply by using Equation 1, but

replacing the functionsM(Q;n), R(Q;n), andN(Q;n), with the analogous functionsM(Q;n; y), R(Q;n; y), and

N(Q;n; y):

BWdbfs(Q; h) =

DX
n=1

�
a(Q) �

�
N(Q;n; y) + C(Q;n; y)

�
+ n �

�
c � R(Q;n; y) + d �M(Q;n; y)

��
(6)

wherey = Y (Q; s).

Local Indices Several new message types are introduced for the Local Indices technique. First, a Join message

contains a Gnutella header, and the metadata over one node’s collection. In Gnutella, metadata consists of the names

of the files in the user’s collection. Since the average Gnutella user has 340 files and the average file metadata is

roughly72 bytes long (Table 1), the average size of a Join message is 24480 bytes. An Update message contains a

single file metadata, along with headers, totaling 152 bytes.

The size of a Response message is a function of the queryQ, and the radiusr. Since each node contains an index

over all nodes withinr hops, a Response message from a noden will contain results that come from the collections

of all nodes withinr hops fromn. Naturally, the number of results depends onQ, and asr increases, the number

of results generally increase as well. To estimate how many results will be in an average Response message for a

givenQ andr, we use the number of results our own node received from nodes withinr hops, and scaled this value
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appropriately to reflect the fact that our node hadx neighbors at the timeQ was submitted, but the average degree of

a node is roughly 2.

In addition to result records, a Response message contains a special header for every node whose results are

included in the response message. For example, if nodeA indexes the libraries of nodesB, C andD, and nodeA

returns a response message that contains results from nodesB andD, then the response message must contain a header

(which in turn contains node information) for nodesB andD. Again, we estimate the number of nodes represented in

a response message by the number of nodes withinr hops of our node that replied to queryQ, scaled appropriately.

Now, to calculate aggregate bandwidth consumed, let us defineoj =QueryJoinRatio ,ou =QueryUpdateRatio ,

andm =MAX(p) for all p 2 P . Bandwidth consumed is now calculated by the following formula, for a given radius

r and policyP :

BWli(Q;P; r) =
mX
n=1

a(Q) �
�
N(Q;n) + C(Q;n)

�
+
X
x2P

x � e(Q; r) �N(Q; x)

+
1

oj

�
f �

rX
n=1

�
N(Q; r) + C(Q; r)

�
+ f �

rX
n=1

N(Q; r)

�

+
1

ou

�
g �

rX
n=1

�
N(Q; r) + C(Q; r)

��
(7)

The first summation is the cost of sending the query to all nodes within a radius ofm. The second summation accounts

for the cost of transferring response messages back to the query source. Only nodes at policy levels execute the query,

hence the summation is over policy levels only. At a policy levelx, every node returns one response message of

average sizee(Q; r), and this response message must be forwarded throughx hops.

The third term accounts for the cost of joining and leaving the network. First, Join messages of sizef are broadcast

to all nodes withinr hops. Next, when a node joins the network and sends out its Join message, all nodes that receive

this message will in turn send their Join messages directly back to the joining node. The cost of joins and leaves are

then amortized over the cost of a query by dividing the join/leave cost byoj , the value ofQueryJoinRatio .

The fourth term accounts for the cost of transferring update messages. The cost of an update is amortized over the

cost of a query by dividing the update cost byou, the value ofQueryUpdateRatio .

E Aggregate Processing Power Calculations

Iterative Deepening The formula for aggregate processing power is very similar to Equation 5, the formula for

calculating aggregate bandwidth in iterative deepening, since for every message transferred, there is usually a corre-

sponding cost for transferring and processing the message:

PPid(Q;P ) =
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LX
n=1

I2(Q;n) �

�
t(Q) �

�
N(Q;n) + C(Q;n)

�
+ n �

�
u � R(Q;n) + v �M(Q;n)

�
+
�
w � R(Q;n) + x �N(Q;n)

��

+
X
x2P

�
I1(Q; x) � I2(Q; x) � I3(x) �

xX
n=1

s �
�
N(Q;n) + C(Q;n)

��
(8)

The first summation gives us the cost of broadcasting the query and receiving results, corresponding directly to the

first summation in Equation 5. The first term of this summation gives us the cost of transferring the query message

to leveln. The second term gives us the cost of transferring the response messages back to the query source. For

each Response message (there areM(Q;n) Response messages at depthn), there is the base cost of transferring the

message. In addition, for each result record (of which there areR(Q;n)), there is the additional cost of transferring

those bytes. Finally, the third term in the summation gives us the cost of processing the query and generating the

results.

The second summation gives us the cost of broadcasting Resend messages.

Directed BFS Again, the formula for calculating processing power for Directed BFS is almost identical to the

formula for calculating bandwidth for Directed BFS deepening given in Equation 1:

PPdbfs(Q; h) =

DX
n=1

�
t(Q) �

�
N(Q;n; y) + C(Q;n; y)

�
+ n �

�
u � R(Q;n; y) + v �M(Q;n; y)

�
+

�
w � R(Q;n; y) + x �M(Q;n; y)

��
(9)

wherey = Y (Q; h).

The first term in the summation gives us the cost of sending the query to leveln, and the second term gives us the

cost of transferring the responses from leveln back to the query source. The third term gives us the cost of generating

the responses at leveln.

Local Indices Several new actions types must be considered for Local Indices.

First, when a Join message is processed, the node processing the Join will add the metadata contained in the

message to its own index. On average, each Join message will contain metadata over a collection of about 340

files (Table 1). This cost is estimated by the cost of processing a Login message containing 340 filenames in the

OpenNap system, given in [18], since the two actions involve the same types of operations over the same kinds of data

structures. The formula given in [18] is in cycles; we normalize this cost to our generic units by dividing by the rough

conversion factor of 2000 cycles per unit. Likewise, the cost of processing an Update message is estimated by the cost

of processing a Download message in the OpenNap system, given in [18], because the two actions involve the same

types of operations over the same kinds of data structures.

When a node leaves the network or dies, other nodes will detect the timeout and remove that node’s metadata from

their index. We estimate that processing a timeout is equal in cost to processing a Join message, since the same data
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structures that are written during a join, must also be written during a leave.

The cost of processing a query is similar to processing a query under iterative deepening or directed BFS. There

is a fixed overhead for initiating the query, and an additional cost for every result discovered. Likewise, the cost of

transferring a Response message also has a fixed overhead for sending the message, and an additional cost for every

result record in the message. Again, the challenge is estimating how many results an average Response message will

contain. Here, we use the same method described in Appendix D to estimate this value.

The procedure used to calculate aggregate processing power for a query is similar to the procedure used to calculate

aggregate bandwidth. First, the cost of a query is calculated, then the cost of a join and leave (i.e., timeout). The cost

of the join and leave is then amortized over the cost of the query, using the parameterQueryJoinRatio . Again, let

us definem to be the largest level specified in policyP . The formula for aggregate processing power for a queryQ is:

PPli(Q;P; r) =
mX
n=1

t(Q) �
�
N(Q;n) + C(Q;n)

�
+
X
x2P

�
x � y(Q; r) �N(Q; x) + z(Q; r) �N(Q; x)

�

+
1

oj

�
(h+ k) �

rX
n=1

N(Q; r) + j �

rX
n=1

�
N(Q; r) + C(Q; r)

�
+ j �

rX
n=1

N(Q; r)

�

+
1

ou

�
� �

rX
n=1

N(Q; r) + l �

rX
n=1

�
N(Q; r) + C(Q; r)

��
(10)

The first two summations are exactly analogous to the first two summations in the bandwidth calculation of Equa-

tion 7. The first summation gives us the cost of transferring the query to all nodes within a radius ofm, and the second

summation gives us the cost of generating and transferring responses from the nodes at the policy levels.

The third term in the formula accounts for the cost of joining and leaving the network. First, when a node joins, all

nodes within a radius ofr will process the Join, which costsx units. Similarly, when the node leaves, all nodes within

a radius ofr will process the timeout, which costsz units. These costs account for the term(h+ k) �
Pr

n=1N(Q; r).

Next, these Join messages just mentioned are broadcast with a TTL ofr, meaning they will be sent to every node

within a radius ofr, as well as every cycle-completing edge within a radius ofr. Total cost of transferring these

messages is thereforej �
Pr

n=1

�
N(Q; r) + C(Q; r)

�
.

Finally, when a node receives a Join message, it will generate a Join message over its own collection, and send this

message directly to the joining node. The cost of transferring these messages isj �
Pr

n=1N(Q; r). Note that we do

not include the cost of processing these Join messages at the joining node. This is because we do not consider a node

as part of the network until after it has processed all of these join messages. Hence, the cost of processing these joins

is incurred on a node that is not yet part of the network, which we do not want to count.

The total cost of processing and transferring Join messages and timeouts is finally divided byoj , theQueryJoin-

Ratio, in order to amortize the cost of join/leave over the cost of a query.

The fourth term in the formula accounts for the cost of transferring Update messages and then processing these

messages. This cost is then divided byou to amortize it over the cost of a query.
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